
 

you'll find a wide variety of different types of software available for you in our store, including: - Drivers - Utilities - Driver Updater and Recovery Toolkit 64 and 32 bit versions - EZ Update 64 and 32 bit versions - Smart FSSI Downloader 64 and 32 bit versions.

The vGate PC Scan Driver is the latest tool in the vGate driver's suite, designed with increased scan speed up to 4.7 MB/s specifically for Windows 8 devices such as the Surface 2 Pro, Surface RT, ASUS Transformer Book T100TA or HP Pavilion x2 11. 6''. Since the Windows 8 operating system is new on the market, many drivers are new or were not designed to work with it. vGate PC Scan Driver
scans all your device's specifications faster than ever before. It allows you to remove outdated drivers and has a full feature set for each driver type. The vGate PC Scan Driver allows you to adjust scan parameters, perform a diagnostic scan, create a archive file of all downloaded drivers for complete software scans. For Mac OSX users, please visit our dedicated Mac OSX page here! For Linux users,
please visit our dedicated Linux page here!

Using the Windows Driver Recovery Toolkit makes finding and recovering driver files much easier. It is a free utility that allows you to quickly and easily find and fix corrupt or missing drivers that can cause system crashes and slowdowns. The Windows Driver Recovery Toolkit also includes a professional driver archive which can be used to save all of your PC's drivers on your hard drive so you can
use the utility to reinstall them later, as well as protect them from corruption or deletion. The software’s interface is easy to use and offers some tools such as Driver Scan, Repair, Uninstall and Update Drivers. Unfortunately we cannot offer any technical support with the toolkit due to the Microsoft License restrictions.

vLive Update Service: automatically update drivers on your PC without any action from you. vLive Update Service is a driver update service that automatically updates your PC drivers, creating a backup of older versions and protecting your computer from future crashes and hardware problems. When the service updates the drivers, it automatically creates a restore point that you can use to restore to
previous driver versions if you are not satisfied with the new ones.

The EZ Update Driver toolkit is an easy-to-use optimization utility developed by vGate for Windows devices. It was developed due to the constant need for optimizing Windows Drivers on Client Computers. EZ Update Driver is a portable driver pack that allows you to perform Driver Cleanup on your Windows XP, Vista or Windows 7 computers. Each driver package contains information regarding
driver type, version number, file name, hardware IDs and driver details. The toolkit can scan your PC for outdated drivers and remove them. It also provides the opportunity for you to create an optimized driver backup of the drivers installed on your computer.

Smart FSSI Downloader is a freeware tool designed especially for our regular customers who are entitled to free updates of Bitdefender products on their computers through vGate subscription.
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